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AWCC WON ASIA TELECOM AWARD 2024!

	Kabul, Afghanistan?March 01, 2024 ?The Afghan Wireless Communication Company (AWCC) (www.afghan-wireless.com), the

nation's first mobile communications company, the founder of Afghanistan's mobile communications market and a leading provider

of voice and data services to over 5.5M consumers and businesses, announced that the company has been recognised as

Afghanistan's?Telecom Company of the Year?at the 2024 Asian Telecom Awards 2024 which was awarded on February 29, 2024 in

Singapore. 

Selection of Afghan Wireless for this award clearly indicates AWCC as Afghanistan's top & leading network, demonstrating Afghan

Wireless's technological leadership, modern network, social services & humanitarian assistance making Afghan Wireless the

preferred network in the country. 

This awesome win proves that AWCC is all about keeping customers happy, satisfied and pushing boundaries with its innovative

approach to providing first class telecom service & products!? 

This achievement would not have been possible without the unwavering support of our dedicated team spread across the country and

the trust and loyalty of our valued customers. 

We are truly humbled and encouraged to continue delivering innovative solutions and exceptional services to our community in

Afghanistan with a flourishing social media platform. The Company's Facebook page alone is now one of Afghanistan's most

popular social media channels, with over 6 million followers enjoying an array of diverse content. 

?We are honored to receive this prestigious award from the Asian Telecom Awards 2024. This award acknowledges AWCC

unwavering dedication to delivering top-notch telecommunication technology services, best products, services & digital solutions to

our valued customers. We remain committed to delivering exceptional user experience and driving innovation in the

telecommunications industry. AWCC will continue to leverage its expertise, harness technological advancements, and spearhead

transformative initiatives that shape the future of telecommunications in Afghanistan benefiting the people and country? said Mr.

Aliullah Sarwari, CEO, AWCC. 

For details visit the link below: 

https://www.facebook.com/myawcc/ 

About Afghan Wireless: 

Afghan Wireless is the nation's first Telecom Company with the largest microwave backbone across 34 provinces. We are the first

LTE, only HD voice and Apple certified network in Afghanistan. For over two & half decades, Afghan Wireless has driven the rapid

growth of our nation's communications market, through its innovative development of global-class High-Definition (HD) Voice

Communications, LTE Internet, and Mobile Payments Services. We are the only operator with a microwave and fiber optic

backbone covering all the provinces. We provide seamless highway coverage on all major highways which include ? Kabul to Herat,

Kabul to Mazar, Kabul to Turkham, Mazar to Herat, and Kabul to Faizabad. Till date Afghan Wireless has invested over 600 million

dollars and has played a key role in the reconstruction and development of Afghanistan by creating 7,500+ direct and over 100,000

indirect jobs. 

Today we have over 5 million satisfied customers. We handle over 5.5 million calls every day and help millions of Afghans to

connect to the world. 
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